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This is an unusual book, distinguished by both its form and its content, It may 
have originated in lecture courses, but it is neither a university textbook nor a 
research monograp h: its authors remark that it offers no exercises, no single subject 
developed in depth, and no unified notation expressing the concepts. It deals with 
methods of software development, but it is neither a practical handbook nor an 
analytical treatise: it contains rather little about particular languages and techniques 
or about general principles for analysing languages and techniques. Instead it 
examines the relations between specifications, programs and software development 
by considering the logical and philosophical nature of software development. This 
subject is one which should receive wide attention, and this book offers a valuable 
perspective on it which includes many thoughtful comments that are not found 
together elsewhere. 
Because the book is unusual, its content must be described at some length. 
Chapter 1 on “Software engineering preliminaries” describes in general terms 
why specifications are needed and how specifications are created during system 
analysis and design. In doing so it sets up various contrasts--between the analysis 
of systems and the construction of mathematical and scientific theories, between 
the role of application experts and the role of software engineers, and between the 
descriptive aspect of analysis and the prescriptive aspect of design. This material 
motivates and illuminates the practice of specification in software engineering. It 
thereby provides an essential complement to the content of more overtly practical 
books. However, it leaves some loose ends; for instance, in it application analysts 
are variously described as filling in graphical forms and as writing functions, and 
prescriptive designs are related to validation but not to implementation. 
Chapter 2 on “Mathematical preliminaries” discusses logics, computability, 
theories, theory extension and theory interpretation. Nonetheless, it is not a first 
course on logic: it essentially presumes familiarity with logic by dwelling instead 
on the background to the subject and on the less common concepts (so, for instance, 
it introduces quantifiers, using slightly non-standard symbols, without stopping to 
explain them). There is a more conventional account of logic in the appendix to 
the book; this presents first order predicate calculus as far as a statement of the 
Robinson Consistency Theorem, before turning to modal logics and many-sorted 
theories. Separating this more conventional account off into the appendix allows 
the rest of the book to flow more easily. Yet the separation is not as sharp as it 
could be: some of the appendix is duplicated elsewhere in the book, but the remainder 
is not and must be understood before the rest of the book can be absorbed. 
Chapter 3 on “Relationships between specifications and programs” concerns 
possible distinctions between specifications and programs (such as executability 
and completeness). It also gives three extensive examples of how specifications can 
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relate to programs-through proving programs correct from specifications, through 
treating programs as constructive proofs about specifications, and through develop- 
ing programs in what is roughly a wide-spectrum language. The material is presented 
well but is rather limited. In particular, the emphasis is firmly proof-theoretic, not 
model-theoretic (so there is nothing about initial and final algebras, or abstracters 
in the sense of ASL), only one work, in Russian, is cited for programming using 
constructive logic, and a widespread style of specification, that of Z and VDM, is 
not mentioned. 
Chapter 4 on “Program design and implementation” formalises software develop- 
ment as a sequence of refinement steps. Here the proof-theoretic emphasis is again 
apparent, for, following earlier work by the authors, a refinement step is taken to 
provide an interpretation mapping one theory into a conservative extension of 
another. This proof-theoretic view is quite different from the model-theoretic ones 
that dominate the literature, but its merits are not exposed completely in the book 
(as its simple treatment of theory parameters using the Craig Interpolation Lemma 
is not discussed fully). Interspersed with this formalisation of software development 
are varied illustrations of refinement steps. These illustrations use specifications 
ranging from data flow diagrams to equational axioms; they make their points 
effectively, though the occasional complexity of their notation may deter casual 
readers. 
In the words of the authors, “we have embedded so many repetitions and 
paraphrases . . . that the main ideas have a fair chance of being picked up from . . . 
a dozen or so pages”. However, sometimes these ‘paraphrases’ make substantially 
different claims from the originals; for example, chapters 1 and 2 express different 
views of the distinctions between mathematical and scientific theories. The discursive 
style and parenthetical interludes please some readers but irritate others, perhaps 
particularly if they are already perplexed by the mixture of mathematics and 
pragmatics in the book. In short, tighter editorial control would have been desirable. 
The authors do not suggest who should read the book. It is probably the first on 
its subject and deserves to be read by many people. They include students, who 
might want to set their courses in context, researchers, who might want to examine 
different approaches, and practitioners, who might just want light relief. For all 
these the book can be warmly recommended. 
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